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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, some target positioning and tracking system using TDOA (Time Difference of Arrival) and FDOA (Frequency Difference of Arrival) measurements received at multiple sensors in distributed sensor network consisting of several passive sensors are widely studied [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Moving source localization and tracking using TDOAs and FDOAs is a challenging problem because of the high nonlinearity inherent in the measurement equations [3] [4] [5] . Extended Kalman filter (EKF) is known to be the well-known nonlinear estimator for systems with white target state and measurement noises [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Its efficiency and ease of implementation have made this estimator an essential tool for a wide class of applications such as signal processing, target tracking, sonar, navigation, wireless communication, and so on. But the EKF is easy to encounter divergence problem caused by part linearing using first-order taylor-series in nonlinear system [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In this paper, we begin our study with deriving the estimate error of the processing of the EKF method [13] under Gaussian noise model. We then propose a new linearcorrection moving source tracking solution by estimating and subtracting out the EKF estimation error. The new solution is shown to be able to attain better accuracy, compared with benchmark method EKF in [13] . 
The unknown moving source position and velocity is defined as
The true range and true range rate between the source and receiver i are 
. α is noise vector, which is zero-mean Gaussian with covariance matrix k R .
III. ESSENTIALS OF EKF MECHANIZATION
The standard nonlinear dynamical system for which Extended Kalman-type filters are designed has a discrete-time representation consisting of an n-dimensional state vector k x and an l-dimensional measurement vector k z of the following well-known form as [12] :
where ( )  f is the known nonlinear state transition matrix, (0, )
(Gaussianly distributed, with known mean 0
x and covariance matrix 0 P ). The three symmetric matrices 0 P and 1 k  Q must be positive semidefinite and k R must usually be positive definite.
EKF algorithm is a recursive estimation process by consecutively using prediction and updating operation with external measurements. This is accomplished by linearizing(as the first two terms of a Taylor series expansion, involving a constant term and a 1st derivative term, known as the Jacobian) of either the system equation or measurement equation (or both if each is nonlinear) as evaluated about the current state estimate. The recursive process of AKF is as follows 
Step 1: Initializing 0 x , 0 P , 0 Q and 0 R .

Step 2: Calculating state Jacobian.
Step 3:Prediction state.
Step 4: Calculating variance of prediction state.
Step 5: Calculating prediction residual:
Step 6: Calculating Variance of prediction residual:
Step 7: Calculating Gain matrix:
Step 8: Calculating Estimated state:
Step 9: Covariance estimation Variance of estimated state:
IV. PROPOSED METHOD BASED ON LINEAR-CORRECTION Suppose the EKF processing outputs ˆ[ , ]
T T k T  u u x  that consists of initial estimates of the source position and velocity [3] .
 ，where the u and u  are the estimation errors in û and û  to be identified in the following linear correction step. Applying the Taylor-Series expansion up to first-order terms, we have
x can be estimated by the weighted least-squares (WLS) method whose solution is
where W is the weighting matrix chosen as
The proposed linear correction technique finds the final state solution k x via updating ˆk x using
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So, adding the linear-correction processing to the EKF, we can get the linear-correction EKF algorithm. Now, the expression of the linear-correction TDOA-FDOA based on is 
, being its off-diagonal elements. Figure I and Figure II show the estimates RMSE results for the target position and velocity respectively. It can be shown that the linear-correction method is able to attain a precise tracking accuracy. More importantly, it has better estimation performance than that of the EKF methods at the same conditions.
The performance improvement come from the formulation of the linear correction step of the new algorithm that involves neglecting second-order error terms only. This is significantly different from commonly adopted Taylor-series method in EKF [8] that require ignoring both second-order and higher-order error terms.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the linear-correction idea, a new TDOA and FDOA moving source tracking algorithm by EKF was developed. The proposed method corrects the initial source tracking result which is obtained in the EKF method by estimating its error. Simulation results demonstrated the good performance of the proposed method.
